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Miniature Thermal Control MTOP6x Type 
Small Thermostat NO with Housing 

    

        

 
 
 
 

 

    
Description:  Miniature thermostat with bimetal snap-action element for use in tight spaces. Closes on temperature rise and opens 

automatically, when cooled down by the differential. Thermostat is sealed at wire entry point to provide adequate protection 
against ambient conditions.  
L type (code x = 2) with 100mm standard stranded wire (UL3266 AWG#24), 10mm stripped. 
P type (code x = 1) with solid wire terminals (uninsulated).  
The switching temperature is factory preset and cannot be adjusted subsequently. 

 
 
Application:  In a wide variety of applications as either a regulating control or a safety limit to provide overheat protection. Typical 

applications are signalisation, ventilating fan, cooling machine etc. 

 

Specifications: Contact ratings: UL:   125VAC, 4A    res. ≥  6.000 cycles 

  VDE:  250VAC, 2,5A res. ≥  10.000 cycles 

  VDE: 250VAC, 0,5A res. ≥ 100.000 cycles 
 

Minimum switching current: ≥ 50mA  
 

Temperatures: Switching temperature: +55 . . .  +140°C, in increments of 5K (°C) 

Standard tolerance: ± 5K 
Ambient temperature range: 0°C...145°C 

 Differential: 30 ± 15K 
 

Certifications: UL, VDE  (EN 60 730), RoHS 
 
 
Note: Minimum switching current = 50mA, but also available with special contacts for milli-ampere current 

Other wire lead lengths available (optionally with two different lengths). 
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